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New supersymmetric higher-derivative couplings:
full N = 2 superspace does not count!
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Abstract: An extended class of N = 2 locally supersymmetric invariants with higher-
derivative couplings based on full superspace integrals, is constructed. These invariants
may depend on unrestricted chiral supermultiplets, on vector supermultiplets and on the
Weyl supermultiplet. Supersymmetry is realized off-shell. A non-renormalization theorem
is proven according to which none of these invariants can contribute to the entropy and
electric charges of BPS black holes. Some of these invariants may be relevant for topological
string deformations.
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1 Introduction
Supersymmetric invariants with higher-derivative couplings play a role in many applica-
tions. Here we will be dealing with N = 2 supergravity, where the first higher-derivative
couplings that were considered involve the square of the Weyl tensor coupled to vector
supermultiplets [1]. This particular class of invariants is based on an integration over a
chiral subspace of N = 2 superspace. It is relevant for the topological string [2, 3], and
furthermore, it has important implications for BPS black hole entropy [4]. Another class of
invariants for vector multiplets that involve terms quartic in the field strengths, was derived
in terms of N = 1 superfields, both for the abelian [5] and for the non-abelian case [6].
Unlike the previous class, this one is based on an integral over full superspace. It yields
important contributions to the effective action of N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theories
(for some additional references, see e.g., [7–10]). Only recently, a related class of locally
supersymmetric higher-derivative couplings was considered in [11]. Those couplings which
involve both the Weyl tensor and higher-order coupling of the vector field strengths, were
conjectured to describe certain deformations of the topological string partition function.
This paper deals with an explicit construction of this rather large class of invariant
couplings based on full superspace integrals. They are coupled to conformal supergravity
and are realized off-shell. This feature greatly facilitates their construction, which is based






underlying this construction will be presented, and, as an explicit example, many of the
bosonic terms of the supergravity-coupled invariants that contain F 4-, R2F 2-, and R4-
terms, will be discussed. Here F denotes the abelian vector multiplet field strengths and
R the Riemann tensor.
One of the motivations for this work is to study the possible contribution of these
new couplings to the entropy and the electric charges of BPS black holes. As it turns
out we can derive a ‘non-renormalization’ theorem according to which these contributions
vanish. This result is not entirely unexpected, in view of the fact that there was already
a good agreement for the subleading contributions to the BPS entropy obtained from
microstate counting and from supergravity, in which the new couplings had so far not
been incorporated. Hence the existence of the non-renormalization theorem offers a partial
explanation for this agreement.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the superconformal transforma-
tions of chiral supermultiplets in a conformal supergravity background as well as a number
of related issues. Section 3 describes the general strategy for the construction of the higher-
derivative couplings, based on the use of the so-called ‘kinetic supermultiplet’, which can
be constructed from an anti-chiral supermultiplet of zero Weyl weight. The components
of this multiplet are given in considerable detail, fully taking into account the presence
of the superconformal background. The construction of the bosonic terms of the higher-
derivative couplings is presented in section 4, together with explicit examples based on a
class of Lagrangians that involves terms such as F 4, R2F 2 and R4. A non-renormalization
theorem pertaining to the entropy and the electric charges of BPS black holes is proven in
section 5. Some concluding remarks are presented in section 6.
In view of future applications and for the convenience of the reader we have added
four appendices, A, B, C, and D, containing basic results on the superconformal multiplet
calculus. Many of these results have appeared at various places in the literature, but we
have updated them in uniform notation. While some of them may not have been overly
relevant in the past, they are now required in the context of the new invariant couplings.
2 Chiral multiplets
Chiral superfields in flat N = 2 superspace were first discussed in [14]. Subsequently
they were derived in a conformal supergravity background [12, 13]. The latter result was
formulated in components and the same approach is followed in this paper, although it
is convenient to make use of superfield notions at the same time. Chiral multiplets are
complex and N = 2 superspace is based on four chiral and four anti-chiral anticommuting
coordinates, θi and θi, so that a scalar chiral multiplet contains two times 2
4 field compo-
nents. These multiplets carry a Weyl weight w and a chiral U(1) weight c, which is opposite
to the Weyl weight, i.e. c = −w. The weights indicate how the lowest-θ component of the
superfield scales under Weyl and chiral U(1) transformations. Anti-chiral multiplets can
be obtained from chiral ones by complex conjugation, so that anti-chiral multiplets will







field A Ψi Bij F
−
ab Λi C
w w w + 12 w + 1 w + 1 w +
3
2 w + 2
c −w −w + 12 −w + 1 −w + 1 −w +
3
2 −w + 2
γ5 + +
Table 1. Weyl and chiral weights (w and c) and fermion chirality (γ5) of the chiral multiplet
component fields.
The components of a generic scalar chiral multiplet are a complex scalar A, a Majorana
doublet spinor Ψi, a complex symmetric scalar Bij, an anti-selfdual tensor F
−
ab, a Majorana
doublet spinor Λi, and a complex scalar C. The assignment of their Weyl and chiral
weights is shown in table 1. The Q- and S-supersymmetry transformations for a scalar
chiral multiplet of weight w, are as follows,1
δA = ǫ¯iΨi ,





j + 2wAηi ,
δBij =2 ǫ¯(i /DΨj) − 2 ǫ¯
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(w − 1) ǫ¯iγ
ab /DTabjkΨl + ǫ¯iγ
abTabjk /DΨl
)
+ 2wεij η¯iΛj . (2.1)
The spinors ǫi and ηi are the positive chirality spinorial parameters associated with Q- and
S-supersymmetry. The corresponding negative chirality parameters are denoted by ǫi and
ηi. We note that hermitian conjugation is always accompanied by raising or lowering of
the SU(2) indices.
The transformation rules (2.1) are linear in the chiral multiplet fields, and contain also
other fields associated with the conformal supergravity background, such as the self-dual
tensor field Tabij and the spinor χ
i. Other conformal supergravity fields are contained in
the superconformal derivatives Dµ. The superconformal multiplet of fields is described in
more detail in appendix A.
Products of chiral superfields constitute again a chiral superfield, whose Weyl weight
is equal to the sum of the Weyl weights of the separate multiplets. Also functions of chiral
superfields may describe chiral superfields, assuming that they can be assigned a proper
1Observe that [12, 13] employ different conventions, in particular for (anti)symmetrization. Here







field X Ωi Wµ Yij
w 1 32 0 2
c −1 −12 0 0
γ5 +
Table 2. Weyl and chiral weights (w and c) and fermion chirality (γ5) of the vector multiplet
component fields.
Weyl weight. For instance, homogeneous functions of chiral superfields of the same Weyl
weight w define a chiral supermultiplet whose Weyl weight equals the product of w times
the degree of homogeneity. The relevant formulae are presented in appendix C.
Chiral multiplets of w = 1 are special, because they are reducible [12, 14]. Some details
about these multiplets are given in appendix D. For a scalar chiral multiplet with w = 1
the tensor F−ab+F
+
ab is subject to a Bianchi identity, which can be solved in terms of a vector
gauge field. The reduced scalar chiral multiplet thus describes the covariant fields and field
strength of a vector multiplet, which encompasses 8+8 bosonic and fermionic components.
Table 2 summarizes the Weyl and chiral weights of the various fields belonging to the vector
multiplet: a complex scalar X, a Majorana doublet spinor Ωi, a vector gauge fieldWµ, and
a triplet of auxiliary fields Yij. There also exists an anti-selfdual tensor version of the chiral
multiplet with w = 1 that is reducible. This multiplet is the so-called Weyl supermultiplet,
which contains all the covariant fields and curvatures of N = 2 conformal supergravity. It
contains 24 + 24 bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom. Both vector supermultiplets
and the Weyl multiplet play a central role in this paper.
Another special chiral multiplet is the so-called ‘kinetic’ multiplet, which has Weyl
weight w = 2. This multiplet is constructed from an anti-chiral multiplet with w = 0. It
will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Finally, scalar chiral multiplets with w = 2 lead to superconformal actions when in-
cluding a conformal supergravity background. Their highest component C has Weyl weight
4, and chiral weight 0. To define an action that is invariant under local superconformal
transformations one makes use of a density formula,



























εijεkle−1εµνρσψ¯µiψνj(ψ¯ρkγσΨl + ψ¯ρkψσj A) . (2.2)
3 The kinetic chiral multiplet
The term ‘kinetic’ multiplet was first used in the context of the N = 1 tensor calculus [15],






conventionally described by a real superspace integral, in terms of a chiral superspace
integral. In flat N = 1 superspace, this construction is simply effected by the conversion,
∫
d2θ d2θ¯ Φ Φ¯′ ≈
∫
d2θ ΦT(Φ¯′) , (3.1)
up to space-time boundary terms. Here Φ and Φ′ are two chiral superfields and Φ¯′ is the
anti-chiral field obtained from Φ′ by complex conjugation. The kinetic multiplet equals
T(Φ¯′) = D¯2Φ¯′, where D¯ denotes the supercovariant θ¯-derivative. Obviously the kinetic
multiplet contains terms linear and quadratic in space-time derivatives, so that, upon
identifying Φ and Φ′, the right-hand side of (3.1) does indeed give rise to the kinetic terms
of an N = 1 chiral multiplet.
In [13] a corresponding kinetic multiplet was identified for N = 2 supersymmetry,
which now involves four rather than two covariant θ¯-derivatives, i.e. T(Φ¯) ∝ D¯4Φ¯. As a
result, T(Φ¯) contains now up to four space-time derivatives, so that the expression
∫
d4θ d4θ¯ Φ Φ¯′ ≈
∫
d4θΦT(Φ¯′) , (3.2)
does not correspond to a kinetic term, but to a higher-order derivative coupling. Further-
more, for N = 2 supersymmetry one has the option of expressing the chiral multiplets in
terms of (products of) reduced chiral multiplets. In that case, expressions such as (3.2)
will correspond to higher-derivative couplings of vector multiplets. Since we are consid-
ering the kinetic multiplets in a conformal supergravity background, their Weyl weight is
relevant. Both in N = 1, 2 supergravity the kinetic multiplet carries Weyl weight w = 2.
The conversion starts from a w = 1 chiral multiplet for N = 1 and from a w = 0 chiral
multiplet for N = 2 supersymmetry, respectively.
To demonstrate this in more detail, consider an anti-chiral N = 2 supermultiplet in
the presence of the superconformal background. Its supersymmetry transformations follow
from taking the complex conjugate of (2.1). Precisely for w = 0 we note that the field C¯
is invariant under S-supersymmetry and transforms under Q-supersymmetry as the lowest
component of a chiral supermultiplet with w = 2. This observation proves that we are
dealing with a w = 2 chiral supermultiplet, as is also confirmed by the weight assignments
specified in table 1. What remains is to identify the various components of this multiplet
in terms of the underlying w = 0 multiplet. This can be done by applying successive Q-
supersymmetry transformations on C¯, something that requires rather tedious calculations
in the presence of a superconformal background.
Denoting the components of T(Φ¯w=0) by (A,Ψ, B, F
−,Λ, C)|
T(Φ¯), while
(A,Ψ, B, F−,Λ, C) will denote the components of the original w = 0 chiral multi-
plet, we have established the following relation,
A|
T(Φ¯) = C¯ ,
Ψi|T(Φ¯) = − 2 εij /DΛ
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+bc + 4 εijT abij D
cF+cb − Tbc








DbA¯+ · · · , (3.3)
where in the last expression we suppressed terms quadratic in the covariant fermion fields.
Obviously terms involving the fermionic gauge fields, ψµ
i and φµ
i, are already contained
in the superconformal derivatives. Observe that the right-hand side of these expres-
sions is always linear in the conjugate components of the w = 0 chiral multiplet, i.e.
in (A¯,Ψi, Bij , F+ab,Λ
i, C¯). As an extra test of the correctness of (3.3) we verified that these
expressions satisfy the correct transformation behaviour under S-supersymmetry. This test
cannot be performed on the last component C|
T(Φ¯), because we refrained from collecting
the fermionic contributions. As an extra check we have therefore verified that the bosonic
terms of C|
T(Φ¯) are invariant under special conformal boosts.
The definition of the superconformal D’Alembertian 2c, defined by the contraction
of two superconformal derivatives Da, as well as multiple superconformal derivatives in
general, may require further comment. Therefore we have presented some relevant material
in appendix B. Below we give the most non-trivial transformation rules under special
conformal boosts that are needed in this paper,





























































These results follow from (B.6), upon making use of the relevant curvatures.
4 Invariant higher-derivative couplings
Using the results of the previous section one can construct a large variety of supercon-
formal invariants for chiral multiplets with higher-derivative couplings. For unrestricted
chiral supermultiplets one cannot write down Lagrangians that are at most quadratic in
derivatives, so they usually play a role as composite fields that are expressed in terms
of reduced chiral multiplets, such as the vector multiplets and the Weyl multiplet. The
construction of the higher-order Lagrangians therefore proceeds in two steps. First one
constructs the Lagrangian in terms of unrestricted chiral multiplets of the appropriate
Weyl weights, and subsequently one expresses the unrestricted supermultiplets in terms
of reduced supermultiplets. In these expressions it is natural to introduce a variety of
arbitrary homogeneous functions.
The invariants are expressed as chiral superspace integrals, because all possible anti-
chiral fields are contained in the kinetic multiplets that we have introduced in section 3.
A simple example of this approach was already exhibited in (3.2). The fact that these
invariants are actually based on full superspace integrals implies that they must vanish
whenever all the chiral (or, alternatively, all the anti-chiral) fields are put equal to a con-
stant. In the chiral formulation of the integral, this phenomenon is reflected in the fact
that the kinetic multiplet of a constant anti-chiral multiplet vanishes. This result can easily
be deduced from (3.3). Invariants can be substantially more complicated than (3.2). The
integrand does not have to be linear in a kinetic multiplet, and can depend on a function
of kinetic multiplets. One can also consider ‘nested’ situations, where a kinetic multiplet is
constructed starting from an expression of superfields among which there are other kinetic
multiplets, thus leading to even higher multiple derivatives.
The above approach is a constructive one and in general it will be hard to classify all
these invariant couplings, say, in terms of a limited number of functions, as is often possible
for supersymmetric theories. For definiteness, we henceforth restrict attention to invariants
proportional to a single kinetic multiplet, as given in (3.2). In that case, expressing the
composite chiral multiplets in terms of vector multiplets, one obtains the supergravity-
coupled invariants corresponding to the actions derived in [5, 6] in the abelian limit, which
contain F 4-couplings. By including the Weyl multiplet, one also obtains R2F 2- and R4-
couplings. The R2F 2-couplings will in principle overlap with part of a subclass of invariants
discussed recently in [11] in connection with certain deformations of the topological string
partition function. These couplings are encoded in terms of a single function of holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic fields. In a rigid supersymmetry background these actions exhibit
Ka¨hler geometry with this function playing the role of a Ka¨hler potential, just as happens in






this feature survives in the presence of the superconformal background. Other examples of
higher-derivative couplings based on more than a single kinetic multiplet will be discussed
in section 6.
Hence we start by writing down the bosonic terms of the Lagrangian (3.2). It is



























+bc + 4 εijT µbij D
cF+cb − 2Tbc
ij T µcij D
bA¯
]
+ · · · , (4.1)
where we suppressed all fermionic contributions. In deriving this result we made use
of (A.6). Subsequently we derive the bosonic part of the Lagrangian corresponding to (3.2),



























































Note that we suppressed the prime on the second chiral multiplet indicated in (3.2). In
general, however, we will not always identify the two multiplets, so that the complex
conjugated components in the above formula do not have to correspond to the same super-
multiplet. However, upon making this identification, the above Lagrangian is manifestly
real, which provides an additional check on the correctness of our result. The reason is
that the corresponding lowest-order Lagrangian (3.2) is also real in that case (up to total
derivatives that we have also suppressed in deriving the above result). Note also that the
Lagrangian (4.2) vanishes whenever either one of the multiplets is equal to a constant, thus
confirming the analysis presented at the beginning of this section.
We will now use the above results to write down the extension to local supersymme-
try of the class of vector multiplet Lagrangians constructed in [5, 6]. Just as above we
concentrate on the purely bosonic terms. The extension follows by writing the w = 0






In (3.2), and correspondingly in (4.2), one thus performs the following substitutions,
Φ→ f(ΦI) , Φ¯′ → g¯(Φ¯I) , (4.3)
where ΦI denote the (reduced) chiral multiplets associated with vector multiplets. Upon
expanding Φ and Φ¯′ in terms of the vector supermultiplets, making use of the material
presented in appendices C and D, one obtains powers of the vector multiplet components
multiplied by derivatives of f(X) and g¯(X¯), where the XI denote the complex scalars of
the vector multiplets. Homogeneity implies that XI fI(X) = 0 = X¯
I g¯I¯(X¯), where fI and
g¯I¯ denote the first derivatives of the two functions with respect to X
I and X¯I , respectively.
Here we recall that the expression (4.2) vanishes whenever f(X) or g¯(X¯) are constant. As
noted previously, the origin of this phenomenon can be traced back to the fact that the
full superspace integral of a chiral or an anti-chiral field vanishes (up to total derivatives).
Therefore the Lagrangian will depend exclusively on mixed holomorphic/anti-holomorphic
derivatives of the product function f(X) g¯(X¯). By summing over an arbitrary set of pairs
of functions f (n)(X) g¯(n)(X¯), we can further extend this function to a general function
H(X, X¯) that is separately homogeneous of zeroth degree in X and X¯. Because H(X, X¯)
is only defined up to a purely holomorphic or anti-holomorphic function, it is thus subject
to Ka¨hler transformations,
H(X, X¯)→H(X, X¯) + Λ(X) + Λ¯(X¯) . (4.4)
Hence H(X, X¯) can be regarded as a Ka¨hler potential, which may be taken real (so that
Λ¯(X¯) = [Λ(X)]∗).
Carrying out the various substitutions leads directly to the following bosonic contri-
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I F+ab J R(V)ab
j
k+[h.c.; I ↔ J ]
]]
, (4.5)



























In view of the Ka¨hler equivalence transformations (4.4), the mixed derivative HIJ¯ can be
identified as a Ka¨hler metric. Hence we have the following results for the metric, connection,
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I F+ab J R(V)ab
j
k + [h.c.; I ↔ J ]
]]
. (4.8)
The covariantizations in the various combinations can be understood systematically by
rewriting the chiral multiplet components of the vector multiplets such that they are co-
variant with respect to the complex reparametrizations of the Ka¨hler space (in the limit
where the fermions are suppressed). An easy way to appreciate these covariantizations is by
reorganizing the expansion of a composite chiral multiplet into vector multiplets according
to (C.2) by replacing the ordinary derivatives of the function G by covariant derivatives.
The Lagrangians (4.5) and/or (4.8) can also be used in the context of rigidly supersym-
metric theories upon suppressing all the superconformal fields. The resulting Lagrangian
is then superconformally invariant in flat Minkowski space. This invariance can be further
reduced to ordinary Poincare´ supersymmetry by replacing one of the vector multiplets by
a constant.
As an extension of the previous results we return to (4.2), and consider composite
chiral multiplets that depend on both vector multiplets and on the Weyl multiplet. Hence
we replace (4.3) by
Φ→ f(ΦI ,W 2) , Φ¯′ → g¯(Φ¯I , W¯ 2) , (4.9)
where W 2 refers to the square of the Weyl multiplet. The components of this reduced
chiral multiplet are given in (D.6). Upon expanding these functions and substituting the
results into (4.2), one obtains a Lagrangian that contains R4-, R2F 2- and F 4-terms. All
terms are proportional to mixed holomorphic/anti-holomorphic derivatives of a function
H(X,T 2, X¯, T¯ 2), where T 2 = (Tab
ijεij)
2 and T¯ 2 = (Tabijε
ij)2, and where H is constructed
from pairs of products of functions f(X,T 2) and g¯(X¯, T¯ 2). The fact that the composite
multiplets have w = 0 implies a modified homogeneity property,
XIHI(X,T
2, X¯, T¯ 2) + 2T 2HT 2(X,T
2, X¯, T¯ 2) = 0 , (4.10)
and likewise for the anti-holomorphic derivatives.
The Lagrangian consists of the Lagrangian (4.5) plus a large number of terms that
involve multiple derivatives of H with respect to T 2, T¯ 2, XI and X¯I . Below we concentrate
on terms proportional to multiple derivatives of H with respect to only T 2 and T¯ 2. Among
others those contain contributions of fourth order in R(M), whose leading contribution is
equal to the Weyl tensor,
(64)−2 e−1L =



















































































Besides the terms quartic in R(M) we have retained some of the terms that come with
them as part of the basic building blocks that emerge in the calculation (similar blocks
appear in (4.5)). Besides giving a little more information in this way, this has the advantage
that the origin of the various term will be easier to track down.
In addition to the above terms there are mixed terms which lead to explicit contri-
butions from the vector multiplets (i.e. beyond the X and X¯ dependence in the function
H). Those include, for instance, terms proportional to [R(M)]2 times the product of two
vector multiplet field strengths, Fµν
I . We will not exhibit those terms here (they can in
principle be deduced from (4.2) along the same lines as for the previous contributions).
Some of these terms will be shown in the equation below.
A special case, which is worth mentioning in view of the work of [11], corresponds to
functions H(X,T 2, X¯) that do not depend on T¯ 2. Hence the function H is not real. Again
we do not present all the terms, but we give all the terms that contain R(M) (with some
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K + · · ·
}
. (4.12)
5 A non-renormalization theorem for BPS black hole entropy
The results of this paper can be used in the study of black holes. Based on any linear
combination of the various N = 2 locally supersymmetric Lagrangians, one can evaluate
the corresponding expressions for the Wald entropy and the electric charges in terms of
the values of the fields taken at the black hole horizon. In the case of BPS black holes, the
horizon values of the fields are highly restricted due to full supersymmetry enhancement
at the horizon, and therefore the resulting expressions for the entropy and the charges will
simplify. To explore this one must determine the possible supersymmetric field configu-
rations, preferably in an off-shell formulation so that the results do not depend on the
specific Lagrangian. This has already been done in [16], which provided a generalization
of the attractor equations found in [17–19]. So far, generic chiral supermultiplets were
not considered, but it is convenient to do so as well. As it will turn out, it suffices to
restrict oneself to chiral multiplets of Weyl weight w = 0, for which results are rather
straightforward to obtain.
The first relevant observation is that a constant chiral superfield (i.e. a supermultiplet
with constant A and all other components vanishing) is only supersymmetric provided it
has w = 0. In fact there exist no other supersymmetric values of the chiral superfield. All
this can be derived directly from the transformation rules (2.1). The second observation
is that the kinetic multiplet constructed from a w = 0 anti-chiral multiplet, vanishes when
the latter multiplet is equal to a constant. This follows by inspection of (3.3). These
two observations prove immediately that any invariant proportional to a kinetic multiplet,
must vanish for supersymmetric field configurations. This fact can immediately be verified
from (4.2), because when the fields A and A¯′ are constant and all other chiral multiplet
component fields are vanishing, the expression (4.2) indeed vanishes.
The above result is interesting in its own right, but we are also interested in the first-
order variation of the action induced by a change of some of the fields, evaluated for a











δΦT(Φ¯′) + Φ δT(Φ¯′)
]
, (5.1)
where Φ and Φ′ are composite chiral fields, which are themselves expressed in various chiral
fields, including possible kinetic multiplets. They are not necessarily uniquely defined, and
it is also possible to consider linear combinations of such terms. Since we will be evaluating
the variation at supersymmetric values of the fields, the first term in (5.1) vanishes, because
the kinetic multiplet vanishes, whereas the second term can be evaluated for constant Φ.
However, rather than continuing in this way, we may simply return to (4.2) and consider
its variation. Observe that each term is proportional to a product of one component of
Φ and another one of Φ¯′ (we remind the reader that in (4.2) we suppressed the prime
for notational clarity). All these components will be equal to zero in a supersymmetric
background, with the exception of A and A¯′, which will take constant values. However,
only space-time derivatives of A and A¯′ appear, and those will vanish as well. In other
words, (4.2) is always quadratic in quantities that are vanishing in the supersymmetry limit.
Hence any first-order variation of any Lagrangian of this type must necessarily vanish in a
supersymmetric background!
The above result suffices to derive a non-renormalization theorem for electric charges
and the Wald entropy [20–22] for BPS black holes. The reason is that these quantities
are always expressed in terms of first-order derivatives of the Lagrangian with respect
to certain fields, such as the abelian field strengths or the Riemann tensor, or possible
derivatives thereof. This concludes the proof of the non-renormalization theorem.
As we already mentioned in section 1, the existence of this non-renormalization theorem
is a welcome result. So far good agreement has been established for BPS black hole entropy
evaluated on the basis of supergravity and of microstate counting, suggesting that other
invariants in supergravity should contribute only marginally, or perhaps not at all, at the
subleading level. The result of this section lends support to this idea. Nevertheless the
possible existence of alternative supersymmetric invariants that do not belong to the class
of invariants discussed in this paper, cannot be excluded at this stage.
6 Concluding remarks
In this paper we studied a large class of N = 2 superconformal invariants involving higher-
derivative couplings, based on full superspace integrals. For a special subclass we have
presented explicit results for some of the bosonic terms. This is the subclass that contains
only a single kinetic multiplet.
As indicated already, there are further options. The most obvious one is to include
more kinetic multiplets, based on various composite chiral and anti-chiral multiplets with
suitable Weyl weights, ∫
d4θ Φ0 T(Φ¯1) · · ·T(Φ¯n) , (6.1)
where Φ¯1, . . . Φ¯n are anti-chiral superfields of zero weight and Φ0 is a chiral superfield






However, when treating the chiral multiplets as composites of reduced chiral multiplets, one
obtains invariants with terms of 2(1+n) powers of field strengths and/or explicit derivatives,
i.e., R2mF 2pD2(n+1−m−p). The case of n = 1 has been dealt with in considerable detail in
section 4. The expression of the composite chiral multiplets in terms of the reduced ones
allows again for the presence of functions H(n) which are subject to a generalized version
of the Ka¨hler transformations noted in section 4.
As alluded to before, one can also consider nested situations where the kinetic multiplet
is constructed from a combination of (anti)chiral fields that include again other kinetic
multiplets. In this way one constructs multiplets with multiple derivatives of arbitrary
power. We are then led to introduce quantities of the type,
T
(2) = T(Φ¯2 T(Φ1)) , T
(3) = T(Φ¯3 T(Φ2 T(Φ¯1))) , . . . , T
(n) = T(Φ¯n T
(n−1)) , (6.2)
which can be part of any superspace integrand, on the same footing as the kinetic multiplets
in (6.1). Here Φ1 has w = 0 and Φ2,Φ3, · · · have w = −2. This extends the number of




(n2) · · · T(nk) , (6.3)
where Φ0 has w = −2(k − 1) and where we assume nk ≥ 1 with T(Φ¯1) ≡ T
(1). When
expressing all the chiral multiplets in terms of reduced ones, then one can show that the
maximal number of derivatives of the invariants (6.3) is equal to 2(1 +
∑
k nk).
These types of invariants are not necessarily independent in the sense that there can be
linear combinations that are equal to a total derivative. For example, at the six-derivative
level, one has ∫
d4θΦ0 T(Φ¯2 T(Φ1)) ≈
∫
d4θ¯ Φ¯2T(Φ0)T(Φ1) , (6.4)
up to total derivatives. Nevertheless it is clear that we are dealing with an infinite hierarchy
of higher-derivative invariants.
Of course, a relevant question is whether the invariant couplings presented in this
paper exhaust the possible higher-derivative invariants. Most likely, this will not be the
case. From the perspective of BPS black holes the question would then remain whether
these conjectured couplings could still contribute to the entropy and electric charges.
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ij χi D ωabµ fµ
a φµ
i ǫi ηi
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γ5 + + − + −
Table 3. Weyl and chiral weights (w and c) and fermion chirality (γ5) of the Weyl multiplet
component fields and the supersymmetry transformation parameters.
A Superconformal calculus
Throughout this paper we use Pauli-Ka¨lle´n conventions and follow the notation used e.g.
in [16]. Space-time and Lorentz indices are denoted by µ, ν, . . ., and a, b, . . ., respectively;
SU(2)-indices are denoted by i, j, . . .. As mentioned already in footnote 1, (anti-)sym-
metrizations are always defined with unit strength.
In this appendix we present the transformation rules of the superconformal fields and
their relation to the superconformal algebra, as well as their covariant quantities contained
in the so-called Weyl supermultiplet. The superconformal algebra comprises the generators
of the general-coordinate, local Lorentz, dilatation, special conformal, chiral SU(2) and
U(1), supersymmetry (Q) and special supersymmetry (S) transformations. The gauge fields
associated with general-coordinate transformations (eµ
a), dilatations (bµ), chiral symmetry
(Vµ
i
j and Aµ) and Q-supersymmetry (ψµ
i) are independent fields. The remaining gauge
fields associated with the Lorentz (ωµ
ab), special conformal (fµ
a) and S-supersymmetry
transformations (φµ
i) are dependent fields. They are composite objects, which depend
on the independent fields of the multiplet [13, 23, 24]. The corresponding supercovariant
curvatures and covariant fields are contained in a tensor chiral multiplet, which comprises
24 + 24 off-shell degrees of freedom. In addition to the independent superconformal gauge
fields, it contains three other fields: a Majorana spinor doublet χi, a scalar D, and a
selfdual Lorentz tensor Tabij , which is anti-symmetric in [ab] and [ij]. The Weyl and chiral
weights have been collected in table 3.
Under Q-supersymmetry, S-supersymmetry and special conformal transformations the
independent fields of the Weyl multiplet transform as follows,
δeµ
































iη¯iψµi + h.c. ,
δVµ
i
j = 2 ǫ¯jφµ
i − 3ǫ¯jγµ χ
i + 2η¯j ψµ
i − (h.c. ; traceless) ,
δTab


























δD = ǫ¯i /Dχi + ǫ¯i /Dχ
i . (A.1)
Here ǫi and ǫi denote the spinorial parameters of Q-supersymmetry, η
i and ηi those of S-
supersymmetry, and ΛK
a is the transformation parameter for special conformal boosts. The
full superconformally covariant derivative is denoted by Dµ, while Dµ denotes a covariant























The covariant curvatures of the various gauge symmetries take the following form,
R(P )µν
a = 2 ∂[µ eν]













T abij γab γ[µψν]j ,












































































































































There are three conventional constraints (which have already been incorporated in (A.3),
R(P )µν






i = 0 ,
eνbR(M)µνa










































































































ν is the non-symmetric Ricci tensor, and R(ω, e) the corre-
sponding Ricci scalar. The curvature R(ω)µν
ab is associated with the spin connection field
ωµ
ab, given in (A.5).
The transformations of ωµ
ab, φµ
i and fµ
a are induced by the constraints (A.4). We












































































The transformations under S-supersymmetry and conformal boosts reflect the structure of
the underlying SU(2, 2|2) gauge algebra. The presence of curvature constraints and of the
non-gauge fields Tabij , χ
i and D induce deformations of the Q-supersymmetry algebra, as
is manifest in the above results, in particular in (A.3) and (A.7).
Combining the conventional constraints (A.4) with the various Bianchi identities one
derives that not all the curvatures are independent. For instance,
εabcdDbR(M)cd

































































e cd = 2R˜(D)ab = 2iR(A)ab . (A.10)
The first of these relations corresponds to the third constraint given in (A.4), while the
remaining equations follow from combining the curvature constraints with the Bianchi
identities. Note that the modified curvature does not satisfy the pair exchange property;
instead we have,
R(M)ab




We now turn to the fermionic constraint given in (A.4) and its consequences for the
modified curvature defined in (A.9). First we note that the constraint on R(Q)µν
i implies




Furthermore, combination of the Bianchi identity and the constraint on R(Q)µνi yields the






This identity (upon contraction with γbγcd) leads to the following identity on the anti-




























































B Covariantization under special superconformal boosts
In principle covariant (multiple) derivatives are defined by the standard procedure by
adding gauge fields to absorb all symmetry variations proportional to derivatives of the
transformation parameters. In this procedure the gauge field fµ
a associated with the con-
formal boosts (parametrized by ΛK
a) appears somewhat indirectly, because the only other
fields that transform under the conformal boosts are the gauge fields bµ, ωµ
ab and φµ
i.
Therefore supercovariant derivatives of fields that are themselves invariant, will transform
under these K-transformations, and usually these variations take a relatively simple form.
We give some examples for a scalar field φ, a spinor field ψ, and a tensor field tab, each of
Weyl weight w,
δKDaφ = − wΛKaφ ,






















/ΛK ψ , (B.2)
showing, for instance, that the Dirac operator on a spinor field of weight w = 32 is invariant.
Applying an extra covariant derivative we explicitly indicate the presence of the K-
connection field fµ
a,
DµDaφ =DµDaφ+ wfµa φ ,
DµD
atab =DµD
atab + (w − 2)fµ
a tab ,








where Dµ denotes the covariant derivative without including the field fµ
a. Under K-
transformations these multiple derivatives transform as,







atab = − (w + 1)ΛKµD
atab − ΛKbD
ataµ + eµbΛK

















Contracting the first equation with eaµ shows that the conformal D’Alembertian transforms
under K-transformations as δK2cφ = −2(w − 1)ΛK






This pattern repeats itself when considering even higher derivatives. We present the
following results,




2cφ+ (w + 2)fµ
µ





















δK2c2cφ = − 2(w − 1)ΛK
a



















(2w − 1)2c + [ /D, /D]
]
ψ . (B.6)
For future use we have evaluated the previous two variations for the fields A and Ψi, which
have weights w = 0, 12 , respectively. In this case all the terms cubic and quadratic in
derivatives in (B.6) appear with a certain degree of anti-symmetry, such that they become
proportional to curvatures. Upon substituting the results for the various curvatures, one
obtains (3.4).
C Multiplication of chiral multiplets
In this appendix we summarize the product rules for two chiral supermultiplets and the
Taylor expansion for functions of these multiplets. In the local supersymmetry setting, we
will usually be dealing with homogeneous functions of chiral multiplets with equal Weyl
weight so that a scaling weight under Weyl transformations can be assigned to the function.
The product of two chiral multiplets, specified by the component fields(










, respectively, leads to the
following decomposition,
(











Aa , Aψi + aΨi, A bij + aBij − Ψ¯(iψj) ,






Aλi + aΛi −
1
2








A c+ aC −
1
2
εikεjlBij bkl + F
−
ab f








A function G(Φ) of chiral superfields ΦI defines a chiral superfield, whose component




















































J εikεjl − 2F−ab






























This result follows straightforwardly from expanding the superfield expression in powers of
the fermionic coordinates.
D Reduced chiral multiplets
Chiral multiplets can be consistently reduced by imposing a reality constraint. This usually
requires specific values for the Weyl and chiral weights. The two cases that are relevant
are the vector multiplet, which arises upon reduction from a scalar chiral multiplet, and
the Weyl multiplet, which is a reduced anti-selfdual chiral tensor multiplet. Both reduced
multiplets require weight w = 1.
We will denote the components of the w = 1 multiplet that describes the vector mul-
tiplet by (A,Ψ, B, F−,Λ, C)|vector. The constraint for a scalar chiral supermultiplet reads,
εij D¯iγabDjΦ = [ε
ij D¯iγabDjΦ]
∗, which implies that C|vector and Λi|vector are expressed in
terms of the lower components of the multiplet, and imposes a reality constraint on B|vector
and a Bianchi identity on F−|vector [12–14]. The latter implies that F
−|vector can be ex-
pressed in terms of a gauge field Wµ. This feature is not affected by the presence of the
superconformal background field.
Denoting the independent components of the vector multiplet by (X,Ω, Y, F−), the
identification with the chiral multiplet components is as follows,
A|vector = X ,
Ψi|vector = Ωi ,

























ρΩj + X¯ ψ¯ρ
iγρσγabψσ




Λi|vector = − εij /DΩ
j






ij − 3 χ¯iΩ
i . (D.1)























= 0 , (D.2)
and the reality constraint on Yij is included in (D.1).
The Q- and S-supersymmetry transformations for the vector multiplet take the form,
δX = ǫ¯iΩi ,





j + 2Xηi ,
δWµ = ε




δYij = 2 ǫ¯(i /DΩj) + 2 εikεjl ǫ¯
(k /DΩl) , (D.3)
and, for w = 1, are in clear correspondence with the supersymmetry transformations of
generic scalar chiral multiplets given in (2.1).
Subsequently we turn to the Weyl multiplet, which is a chiral anti-selfdual tensor




ij ]∗. Its chiral superfield components
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A scalar chiral multiplet with w = 2 is obtained by squaring the Weyl multiplet. The








Bij|W 2 = − 16 εk(iR(V)
k
j)ab T
lmab εlm − 64 εikεjl R¯(Q)ab
k R(Q)l ab ,
F−ab|W 2 = − 16R(M)cd




Λi|W 2 =32 εij γ
abR(Q)jcdR(M)
cd
















− 32T ab ij DaD
cTcb ij + 128 R¯(S)
ab
iR(Q)ab
i + 384 R¯(Q)ab iγaDbχi . (D.6)
These components can straightforwardly be substituted in the expression for the higher-
derivative couplings.
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